Exam I in 332:423 Telecommunication Networks — Fall 2002

Exam Time: Monday, October 14, 2002, 8:00–9:20 PM
Exam Place: SERC 111

Exam covers Chapters 1, 2, and 3. It will be based on the homework problems from Chapters 2 and 3. One problem will be from Chapter 2 and two problems from Chapter 3. Exam I = 30% of the course grade.

General remarks:

You are responsible only for the material in the textbook covered in the class. The class notes, posted on reserved reading in SERC Library, serve as guidelines for material covered in class. The class notes can be also found on IRIS’s web, reserve desk, course name (or course number or instructor’s name).

Closed book and notes. One sheet of paper with formulas will be distributed at the time of the exam. The same sheet is on reserve reading in SERC library. Calculators are allowed.

Homework Problems Chapter 2: 2.1–2.5; 2.8–2.11, 2.14.


Remark: Only the first part of Problem 3.3 is required. Note Problem 3.14 is not required even though it is listed on the original class syllabus.